Transform the way you notarize

Why organizations are moving away from paper-based notarizations toward remote online notarization (RON)

Challenges with paper-based notarizations

- 73% of organizations use in-person, paper-based notarization processes
- 90% of organizations not yet using RON are likely to consider it

Based on DocuSign research 2021.

There’s a better way with RON

46% Manual Errors
37% High Costs
33% Verification Difficulties
38% Inefficient Processes

Send, sign, and notarize agreements remotely with DocuSign Notary.
Available as part of the DocuSign Agreement Cloud.

How it works
- Send the agreement to the signer and notary electronically
- Verify signers’ identities with secure identity proofing technologies
- Sign and notarize agreements in a live, encrypted audio-visual session
- Access a digital audit trail for every notarial transaction

Benefits of RON
- Able to do business faster, more efficiently
- Improved signer experience
- Reduced risk of identity fraud
- More security for every notarial transaction, with tamper-evident technology